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Introduction

By letter dated May 31, 1977, the Texas A&M University
(the ricensee) recuested tnat Facility Operating License No- R-23
for their AGN-20lM research reactor, Serial No.106, be renewed for
a period of twenty years. This would extend the expiration date
of the license to August 26 ,1997. In response to our reques t,
the licensee provided additional information in support of this

- renewal application by letters dated September 29, 1978, December 11, 1978 ard
December 18, 1978. The proposed revised Technical Specifications (TS) ^ submitted
with the renewal application have been mcdified to meat regulatory
requirements. The modifications have been discussed with and accepted
by the licensee.

Discussion

This AGN-201 M reactor is located in College Statiori, Texas, and is of a
design developed by Aerojet-General Nucleonics. The reactor was
first licensed to operate on Augtst 26, 1957, for a period of twenty
years. The reactor is currently licensed to operate up to a steady
state power level of ~ 5 watts (themal). A number of AGN-20lM
reactors have been licensed to operate at this power level and greater.
Moreover, considerable operating experience to date indicates that the
AGN-20lM reactor parameters can be accurately predicted. No unusual
problems have arisen or are anticipated from operation of the Texas A&M '
University AGN-20lM reactor in the manner authorized by the license.

Reactor Descriotion

The AGN-201 is a small research rea: :r cesignec to ::erate a:
:cwer level.s up to 20 watts. This type of reactor has been used exten-
eive .' for ecuca-ion and raininc a c #0r experimer. a :*ocrams-
rec S ng a ic.s neu ron flux level . Tne reactor co-e ::nsists of
a nu :er o' polyetnylene disks im regnated witn ur.arium :ioxice
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enriched in U-235. The inherent design features of this reactor
and the low power level at which it is Operated preclude the
buildup of significant amounts of fission products.

I. Safety Evaluation
,

The present facility has not significantly changed from that
described in the licensee #s application for Amendment No. 9, February 4,

_

1972, when the reactor was moved to its permanent location in the
Engineering Center Building on the licensee's campus'at College Station, Texas.

By virtue of their power, negligible fission product inventory and
strong negative temperatare coefficient of reactivity, the AGN-201
reactors do not present significant hazards to the public. Their
safety and reliability have been demonstrated in several facilities
for many years.

The proposed TS have been reviewed and revised. The 'S generally
incorporate the design features, Characteristics, and operating
conditions described in the original Hazards Sumary Report for the
AGN-201 Reactor (1) submitted in support of Dockets F-15 and F-32
and referenced in the licensee's application. Inclusion of compre-
hensive surveillance requirements and administrative controls will
assure acceptable perfomance of safety relatea equipment and require
safety related reviews, audits, and operating procedures. Record
keeping and reporting requirements will provide sufficient information
to permit an assessment by the Ccmission of safety related activities
and changes. .

There are, however, several differences between the acccmpanying TS
and the original AGN documentation. These are discussed below.

The AGN-201 Preliminary Design Report (2), submitted on the F-15
docket, mentioned themal fuses in the control and safety rcds and
a baron-loaded polyethylene sheet surrounding the graphite reflector.
The function of the themal fuses in the control and safety rods
was to cause the rods to fall from the core in the event of excessive
temperatures produced'in a nuclear excursion. They would, therefore,-
serve as a bas kup to the core thermal fuse which already serves as
a backup to ths nomal scram system. The function d the boron-loaded
sheet was to absorb thermal neutrens thereby reducing gamma ray
production frem neutron capture in the shield water and the resultirg
radiation level outside the shield.

The e design fea:ures were not nentioned in subsecuen: s ub-i ttal s
in; ; ding tne H3:ards Summary Re::-t(i), tne AGh-2Cl :eact:r Manual
i 31, and tre Snield Jesign Re:crt(-). They were n0- efer ed top .e original MC Hazards "nalysis(5) c subsecuen: safety evalua tions.
ney nere no: ncorporated into :ne asse. cled AGN .'eact:rs and are not

tr: ;:ed in :ne existing or proposed TS.
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Many years of experience operating AGN-201 research reactors without
ther al fuses in tae control and safety rods and without a boron-
loaded colyethylene sheet surrounding the graphite reflector has
established that these reactors can operate safely, as assembled, at

'

licensed power within acceptable rmation levels to both operating
personnel and the general public. Based on our review and the above
considerations, we have concluded there is reasonable assurance that
operation without thermal fuses in control and safety rods and the
boron-loaded polyethylene sheet referred to in the Preliminary Design
Report will not endanger the health and safety of the public.

The original AGN-201 documentation 0 -3) limited the total available
excess reactivity to 0.0% ak/k. As a result of a det?.iled test and
evaluation conducted at Georaia Institute of Technoleg/ and subsequent
NRC staff evaluation, AM-201 reactor licensees were advised : hat increases
in the excess available reactivity, including contributio..s from positive
worth experiments, to 0.65% ak/k.could be authorized. Becauf,e of the self-
limiting action of the large negative temperature coe fic.iant, anr

instantaneous reactivity insertion as high as 2.0% ak/k wxld not result'
in core damage or radioactivity release. Limiting the tota' available
excess reactivity to 0.65% ak/k assures that the reactor will not
become prompt critical and that the reactor periods will be sufficiently
long such that the reactor protection system and/or operator action
can effectively scram the reactor well before any safety limits are
exceeded. .

When converting from AGN-201 to AGN-20lM for operation at 5.0 wacts
(Amendment No.10), the staff evaluated a postulated most severe accident
resulting from the instantaneous addition of 1.0% ak/k in reactivity. It

was determined that a step reactivity addition of this magnitude would
result in an energy release of 0.905 mega. joules of energy. There would be
no significant radiation damage to the polyethylene moderator from the
excursion, and any fission products which di# fuse frcm the dO -polyethylene9
matrix would be retained in the sealed core tank. Even assuming the most
pessimistic release of fission products, no person would receive a dose in
one week which would exceed the limits speci#ied in 10 CFR Part 20 for
restricted areas. We have concluded, therefore, that the postulated excursion
will not endanger the health and safaty o# the public. ,

Experience with similar reactors has indicated that gaseous fission products
and hydrogen are released from the fuel matrix when operated at 20 watts.
Texas A&M recognizes tl ' t gas evolution coold occur as a result of operation
at 5 watts for extendec periods and there could be a pressure buildup within
the core tank or control rod cans. To preclude such a pressure buildup,
Texas A&M has provided an alann when the core tank pressure reaches 5 psi 7
If the core tank pressure reaches 5 psig, the reactor will be scrammed
manually and flux, temperature, radiation levbis, and pressure observed.
If the pressure reading remains abnormal, the head of the Nuclear Engineering
Department or his designated alternate will be notified. If a high level of
fission gas activity is observed, appropriate radiological procedures will
be followed during the opening of the core tank to preclude exposure to
personnel from the r: lease of radioactive effluents. We have concludad mat
the proposed pracautions are acceptable measures to prevent excessive

-
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personnel exposures or pressure buildup within the reactor core
tank due to the production of radioactive gases; and that for the
nomal operating cycle experienced over the past 20 years of operation,
it is very remote that any gas evolution will occur.

4he fuel consists of polyethylene raterial with urariun dioxide ~

(enriched to less than 20t_ _ in U _235) unifonnly dispersed throughout the
polyethylene! Polyethylene is an organic material that can
sustain radiation damage when exposed to fission precuct bombard-
men t. Test data was provided by Aerojet-General Nucleonics of
samples of core material exposed in the Argonne National gaboraj;oryCP-5 reactor. The CP-5 reactor is a 5 megawatt (flux-101 n /cm4-
sec) reactor. Tests included exposures at full power for perieds
up to one week continuous operation. Analyses of these tests re-
vealed that radiation damage was evident in a reduced density
and there was some loss of hydrogen from the polyethylene. An
extrapolation of these results, assuming that the integrated flux-
time (nvt) is responsible for the damage, for continuous operation
at 100 watts ecuates to a core life of six years prior to any
damage occurring. At 5 watts continuous operatien the core life
woula be approximately 120 years and at 0.1 watt continuous
operaticn about 6,000 years. As the normal operating cycle is
less than 40 hours per week. or less than 24%, the profected life
approaches 25,000 yearsAt Oml.. watt and 500 years at 5 watts. From this
at:alysis it is reasonab_le to _ conclude that thg AGli-{0lM . core.cperating,40 hours per week at 5 watts (flux - 2.5 x 10

~ n/cm - sec) would sustain
no radiation damage over the 20 years of reactor operation requested oy the
licensee's applicaticn.

Moreover, due to the fact that: (1) no unusual problems have
arisen during over 20 years of authorized operation at 0.1 watt (T)
and 5.0 watts (T), 12) the revised TS require surveillance and periodic
testing of safety.related equicment to assure continued safe operation of
the reacter and to assure that any significant component degradation

.will be detected in a timely manner, and (3) other AGN-201M reactors
of this type also have considerable operating experience.withour
evidence of any unusual problems, we have concluded that the
Texas A&M University AGN-20lM reactor can continue to be-
operated in a safe manner for the requested 20 year period.
Furthermore, based on these considerations, we have concluded
that the estimated useful life of the facility will extend at
least to the end of the requested 20 year period. Therefore, from
a reactor safety. standpoint the proposed amendment is acceptable.

Furthemore, reactors virtually identical to this one with similar
iS have been licensed for operation for periods c.f up to 10 vears.
Hence, the bases and ccnclusions with respect to the safety 6f operation
that were determined in our Safety Evaluation succortinc the o-icinal
license, as amen. ed, and in support of the current operating 11cen~se, remain
unchanged. The evised 75 are more cefinitive tnan che cricinal T5 and'
will provide tnc necessary centrols and surveillance recuirements to
ensure safe operation during the period of the license renewal.

. _ . _ . _ _ . _ _
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ine subject facility has been in operation since August 1957,
for education and training and for experimental programs requiring
a icw neutron flux level. The current facility staff consists _of 7
senior reactor coerator.s with . effective senior reactor operator licenses.

.
_

Familiarity _ with _the. facility is maintained through facility operation
and active programs 1Ei operati5r training and rWuaTffication ~. ~ ~

II. Environmental Imoact Acoraisal

The environmental impact associated with operation of research
reactors has been generically evaluated in the attached memorandum
(Reference 5). This memorandum concludes that there will be no
significant environmental impact associated with the licensing of
research reactors to operate at power levels up to 2t*Wt and that no
environmental impact statements are required to be written for the
issuance of construction permits or operating licenses for such
facilities. We have determined that this generic evaluation is
applicable to operation of the Texas A&M Un~1versity
AGM-201 M reactor and that tnere are no special or different features
which would preclude reliance on the generic evaluation. Con-
sequently, we have determined that the conclusion reached in the
ger.eric evaluation is equally applicable to this license renewal
action and .that an environmental impact statement need not be pre-
pa red. Furthermore, based on our review of specific facility items
which are considered for potential environmental impact, discussed.below,
we have concluded that this license renewal action is insicnificant
from the standpoint of environmental inpact.

'

Facility

There are no pipelines or transmission lines entering or leaving
the site above grade. All utility services (wate'r, steam, electricity,
telephone and sewage) are below grade and are comparable to th6se
required for typical campus laboratories. Heat dissipot' an is
acccmplished by radiation in a large water tank which serves as the
heat sink and is a sealed unit. The reactor is desianed as a sealed
system, and in normal operation does not have any gaseous or 1.iquid
radioactive effluent. Solid, low-level radioactive waste cenerated
in the research effort will be packaged in accordance withJ SNRC and
DOT regulations and shi;5 ped for storage at NRC approved
sites. The transportation of such waste will be done in accordance
with existing NRC-00T regulations in . approved shipping containers.
Chemical and sanitary waste systems are similar to those existing
at other university laboratories and buildings.

Environmental Effects of Facility Oceration
~

Release of thermal effluents from a reactor of 5.0 W will no
significant effect on the environment. This small amcunt or .t have awaste
heat is rejected to the surrounding water tank and even.ually ythe at.mcscrere by means of conduc-icn and radiation "ePe C 'e
nc 4elease of caseous or licuid ef#1uents. Yearl-y OcIe3 20 UC-
re:ri:tec areas from external radia-icn 'i'l be C C' 2el0h

_ _ ._ _
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established limits.* Solid radioactive wastes generated in the
research program will be shippec to an authori:ed disposal site
in approved containers. These wastes should not amount to more
than a few shipping containers a year.

No release of potentic11y harmful chemical substances will occur
during normal operation. Small amounts of chemicals and/or high-
solid content water may be released from the facility through -

the canitary sewer frcm laboratory experiments.

Other potential effects of the facility, such as esthetics, noise
and societal or impact on local flora and fauna are expected to

. be too small to measure.

Environmental Effects of Accidents

Accidents ranging from the failure of experiments up to the
largest core damage and fission product release cons:dered possible
result in doses of only a srall fraction of 10 CFR Part .100
guidelines and are considered negligible with respect to the
environment.

. Unavoidable Effects of Facility Goeration

The unavoidable effects of operation involve the #issionable
raterial used in the reactor. No adverse impact tn the environ-
ment is expected from these unavoidable effects.

Alternatives to Coeration of the Facility

To accomplish the objectives associated with research reactors, there
are no. suitable alternatives. Some of these objectives are training
of students in the operation of reactors, production of radioisotopes,
and use of neutron and gamma ray beams to conduct experiments.

Lync-Term Effects of Facility Construction and Operation-

The long-term effects of research facilities are considered to be
beneficial as a result of the contribution to scientific knowledge
and training.. There is nc construction planned during the renewal
period; and therefore, no construction is authorized under this licensing

_ action.
_,

Because of the relatively low amount of capital resources involved
anc the small imcact on the envircnment very li::T e i reversible
anc irretrievable ccmmitment is ass 0ciated wi-h such #acilities.

M: C. ? 20

.
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The licensee's Operator Requalification Program has been reviewed
and found to be acceptable.

c.nancial Considerations ~

Based on the Texas A&M's financial information submitted with the
application dated May 31,1977.and the additional infonnation provided
in response to NRC staf# request of February 2,1978, we have concluded
that the licensee post sses or can obtain the necessary funds to meet the
requirements of Section 50.33(f) of 10 CFR Part 50 and that the licensee
is financially qualified to continue operation of the facility over the 20
year renewal period requested.

Emercency Plannino

The Emergency Plan was submitted with the application dated May 31, 1977 and
revised December 12, 1978, in response to NRC-staff guidance. We have
reviewed the plan and conclude that it conforms to the requirements of .10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix E and provides a basis for an acceptable state of emer-
gency preparedness. A few questions arising from the review were satis-
factoril,y responded to by the licensee March 23, 1979. .

. . .

Security Plannina
|

| We have reviewed the current security plan submitted September 13, 1974, and
i find it acceptable to meet the requirements of'10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.34(c)'

and 10 CFR Part 73. This document and our evaluation findings are in the
Commission's files and are withheld from public disclosure pursuant to the
provisions of 10 CFR 2.790(d). This amendment, in keeping with current Comm-
ission practice, adds a paragraph to the license which identifies the currently
approved security plan and incorporates the plan as a condition of the license.

Conclusion on Safety

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: (1)
ther e is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not
be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (2) such activities will
be conducted in compliance with the Commission's reulations and the issuance of
this amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and security or to
the health and safety of the public.

|
:
!

,

t
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Costs and Benefits of Facility and Alternatives

The monetary costs involved in operation of the facility are less. .

than 55,000/ year. There will be very limited environmental. impacts. _ . - _ _ _ _

The benefit's include, but are not limited to, some combination of
the following: conduct of activation analyses, conduct of neutron
radiography, training of operating personnel and education of
students. Some of these activities e.ould be conducted using particle -
accelerators or radioactive sourcer which would be more coscly and
less efficient. There is no reasonable alternatives to a nuclear
research reactor for conducting this spectrum of activities.

Conclusion and Basis for Negative Declaration

Based on the foregoing analysis, we have concluded that there will
be no significant environmental impact attributed to this proposed
license rene. sal. Having made this conclusion, we have further concluded
that no env4:enmental impact statement for the proposed action need
be prepar:a and that a negative declaration to this effect is appro-
priate.

Dated: April 25,1979

- - .- . -. . . - _ _ . . _ _ _
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ENVIROF.:.NTAL CONSIDERATIONS RICARDING THE LICENSCiG OF RESIARCH RIAC ORS
AND CRITICAL FAC!i T IS

.

Introduction . *
.

-

This discussion deals with research reactors and criti:al fscilities
which are dasi : d :o opar::e at icv pous: levela, 2 EJ: :nd 1:ver, and

*

are used pri=::ily for basic research in neu::o physics, neut::
i radiography, iso: ope p;cduction, experi=ents associa:ed with cuclear
i engineering, ::ai=i:g and as a part of the nuclear physics curriculu=.

Cperation of such facilities vill generally not exceed a 5 day week,!

S hour day or about 2000 hours per year. Such reac:c:s are located

, adjacent to technical service support facilities ;ith cc:ven.ient access
for stude::s and faculty. -

.

~

Sited cos: frequently on the ca= pus' of large universities, the reactors
are usually housed in already existing strue:ures, app cpria:ely
= edified, or placed in cew buildings that are designed and constructed
to blend in Vith existi g f acilities.

.
. . .

,
,

Facility *

,

There are :o exterior c:=duits, pipelines , elec::ical or =echa:ical
s :uctures or ::a scission lines attached to c: adjacent to the facili:7
other than utility service facilities which are si=ilar to those required-

in other ca= pus facili:ies, specifically labors:ories. Heat dissipa:i::
is generally acc:=plished by use of a cooli=g ::ver loca:ad c: the reef>

of the building. These cooling towers are on the orde ;f 10''X 10' X 10',,

and are c:= parable to c oli=g towers associated with the air-condizioning
syste= of lar;e office buildings. .

Make up for this cooli:g syste= is readily available and usually ob:ained
fro = the local vate: supply. Radioactive gaseous effluents are li=ited
to A 41 and the release of radioas:ive liquid . effluents can be carefully
tenitored and con::elled. These ' liquid was:es are collected in storage
tanks to allow for decay and =enitoring pric: to diluties and release to
the sani:ary sever sys:e=. Solid radioac:ive vas:ss are packagt-i and
shipped eff-site for st:: age a: AEC approved sites. The ::ansportatic.
of such was:e is d:ne in 4:::: dance vi:h existing AEC-;3T regulati:ns
in approved shipping :en:ainers.

Ct.emical and sanitary was:e sys: s are sinila: to these exis:ing a:
- other universi:y labora:ories and buildings.

4

5

*
-
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Inviro==en::t If fec:s of Si:e Precara:ica and Iacili v Cons tructi'e-

Cons::ucti:n of such facili:les invariably :::urs in areas :ha: have
already been . dis:urbed by c:her universi:y building ,ccas:::::is: and is
sc=e cases solely wi:hi: an already existia; building. Theref :4, e.: n- -

strue: ion would not be expected to have any sig:ificant af fe:: c: :he
terrain, vegetation, wildlife or nearby waters or aquatic life. The
societal, econocic and esthetic i= pacts of construc-ion would be no -
greater than tha' associated with the constructica of a large office
building or s L=ilar university facility. '

I:vire== ental Iffects of Facility Coeration

Release of ther=al effluents fre=.a reactor of less th:2 2 Eit will co:
have a significa : effec: on the envire==ent. This s=all a=:uct of
waste heat is generally rejected to the at=osphere by = cans of c:all
cooling towers. Exte=sive drift and/or fog will so occur at this icw
power level. .

. ,

Release of routine gaseous efflue:: can be li ited to Ar 41 which is
generated by =eut:c: activation of air. This will be kep: as icv as
practic'able by,~3-'- - air ventilatics of the tubes. Yearly doses to
unrestricted areas will be at or below established LL=its. Rou tine
releases of radioactive liquid effluents cc be carefully =ccitored and
cont:clied in a =a=:e: tha: will ensure c:=pliance ud:h currant
standards. Solid radicactive vastes will be shipped :o an authorized
disposal site in app;cved ::::ainers. These was:es should not rz:unt
to = ore than a few shipping containers a year.

_

Based on experience with c:her research react::s, specifically TF.ICA
reactors, opera:ing i= the 1 to 2 .YJe range, the a: ual release of
gaseous a d liquid effluents to unrestricted areas should be less tha:
30 curies a:d 0.01 curies respectively,

h*o release of poten:ially har=ful che=ical substances will occur duri:3
=c =al operation. Scall amoun:s of che=icals and/or high-solid conte :
va:e =27 be reisased f := the facility th: ugh the sani:ary sewer
during periodic bicwdown of the cooling tower c fro: Labora:ory experi-

s=ents. .

C:her potential effe::s of the facility, such as esthetics,1:ise, societ:1
or i= pact ce local flora and fauna are expe::ed to be too small :o =sasure.

.
- .

.
. e

e

e
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_Env! ent.en:a1 Ifig.: 3 of Acciden:s

Accidents ranging f::= the failure of experi=as:s up to the larges: '

core damage and fissica pr: duct release ccasidered possible result
doses of only a c:all frac:ics of 10 CF?. Par: 100 guidelices a:d arein

, considered negligible.with respec to the enviro ==ent.
.

. .

.
.

_ Unavoidable .I!! acts of Facilit r Cons ru,e:" n and Ost:
.

2-ian

The u: avoidable effects of constructics and operatio involves the
cate:Lals used in ec=s:: ction that cannot be recovered and the
fissic:able caterial used i= the reac:or. No adverse i= pact c theenvirecze:: is expected f::= either of these u= avoidable effects.

Alternatives to Cons: uction a:d Coe ation of the Facility

To acce=plish the objectives associated wi:h research reactors, there
.

are no sui:able altercatives.
-

Sc=e of these cbjectives are ::aising ofstudents i:
the operatics of reac:crs, productie o f radioiso topes , .

and use of neutros and ga==a ray bea=s to conduct experi=ents.
.

. . . .

_Louz-Ter= Ef fects of Facili v Cc=s truction and Coe: 2 tion

The lo:g-ter= effec:s of research facill:ias are considered to be
beneficial as a result of the .ccetributic
::aini=g. to scientific k:cwledge and

Because of the relatively lcw a=ount of capital resources involved and
the s=all i= pac en :he envire==e:: very little 1 :eversible a:d
irre trievable ce==i= ent is associated with suck facill:les.

.

Cos ts and 3enefits of ?acili:v and Alternatives
The costs are c
li:tle enviro ==an:al i= pact.the c:dar of severak =illiens of dollars wi:h very

'

The bed'efits include, but cre' cot limi:ed
to, sc=e ce=binatics of the following: condue: of activatics a:alyses,
conduct of neu:ron radi: graphy, ::aining of operating personnel and
eduentics of studen:s. fe=e of these ac:ivities could be conducted
using particle acceleraters c radicac:ive sources which veuld be = ore

-

cos:Ly and less efficient, snere is no reaacnabic at:ernative to a
nuclear research reac: r for conducting this spe.ceru= cf acfivities.

,

'

,

. .
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Conclusion

The staff concludes :ha: there sill be no significcc: e nvi: --- '

i= pact associated wi:7 :he licensing of research reac: ors ,2 critic $1
f acili:les designed to opera:e a: power levels of 2 L': or lower and

'

that no enviro =. ental i= pac: sta:ezents are required co be written for
the issuance of cpnstrue: ion per=its or operating licenses for such

*~

facilities.
*

* * A,

'^ h.44-p ->.- .~, ,

Daniel R. ' Muller, Assis tant Di: ecto
for Enviro = ental ?:oj ects

Directora:e of Licensing
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